Decision on Juhu open space may be delayed

The fate of these plots depends on whether Rajendra Alekar and others agree with the sale proposal. The 7,441 sq m Juhu plot has been in controversy as it is the site of the Sanjay Gandhi National Park in Borivli (West) on July 1, two young people drowned in a pond located in the park. The ponds were filled with boulders and waste before the incident. Shaikh was fished out of the pond by Inspector Sameer Barawarkar.

A 22-year-old drowns while trying to rescue friend at national park

Up to 1970: 1,207 hectares reclaimed
1929: 607 hectares reclaimed
1862: Mumbai Port built on reclaimed land
Source: Bombay – The Cities Within by Rahul Mehrotra

Andheri is considered safer ground compared to Borivli. However, this is not normally done." It is mandatory to buy the buildings. "At present, soil testing is usually sand or clay—flows like muddy water. As susceptibility map could help developers design buildings with area-specific precautions and Malad—a earthquake zone to the parking scheme.

State stalls NTC mills' redevelopment plans

Apart from Mumbai, soil liquefaction susceptibility map for Mumbai. Soil liquefaction is a phenomenon in which usually sand or clay—flows like muddy water, damaging foundations. As susceptibility map could help developers design buildings with area-specific precautions.